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Myanmar’s Southern Flames  

Houses razed in Palaw township, Tanintharyi region 

Report by MYANMAR WITNESS FELLOWSHIP PROGRAMME, 12 JULY 2023 

 

Key Event Details  

● Location of Incident: Three villages in Palaw Township (ပုလ ောမ   ြို့နယ်), Tanintharyi 

Region (တနင်္သောရီ တ ငု််းလေင်္က ီ်း). 

○ To (တ )ု village [12.865942, 98.660944] 

○ Tan Shin (တန််းရငှ််း) village [12.873319, 98.668229] 

○ Thin Gan Taw (င်္ သန််းလတော) village [12.877906, 98.671760] 

● Date/Time of incident:  

○ 30 December 2022 

● Alleged Perpetrator(s) and/or Involvement:  

○ Myanmar Military  

● Conclusions by Myanmar Witness 

○ Myanmar Witness documented 32 fire incidents in the Tanintharyi region 

during 2022.  

○ On 30 December 2022, the villages of To village, Tan Shin village and Thin 

Gan Taw village in Palaw township experienced fires and over 60 houses 

were reportedly set alight by the Myanmar military.   

○ Myanmar Witness verified the fires by geolocating and chronolocating user-

generated content (UGC) showing the damage.  

○ Myanmar Witness has verified that at least 48 houses were set on fire in the 

villages of To, Tan Shin and Thin Gan Taw. 

○ Information gathered by Myanmar Witness suggests that Myanmar military 

are likely to be responsible for the fires. 
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Summary 

Myanmar Witness’ ongoing fire monitoring recorded at least 32 cases of fires in Tanintharyi 

region (တနင်္သောရ ီတ ုင််းလေင်္က ီ်း) during 2022. This report focuses on fires that happened on 30 

December 2022, during which more than 60 houses were set on fire in three villages of Palaw 

township (ပုလ ောမ   ြို့နယ်) in Tanintharyi region. Myanmar Witness verified that the fires occurred 

in To (တ )ု, Tan Shin (တန််းရငှ််း), and Thin Gan Taw (င်္ သန််းလတော) villages. Myanmar Witness 

concluded that the most likely perpetrator is the Myanmar military. 
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Background and Context  

The military seized power and detained the officially elected government on 1 February 2021. 

Since then, the Myanmar military has repeatedly committed human rights violations such as 

arbitrary arrests and torture, setting entire villages alight, and mass killings across the country. 

In this report, Myanmar Witness investigates the three incidents that reportedly damaged or 

destroyed more than 60 houses in three villages during the last week of December 2022. 

Prior to this event, Myanmar Witness’ monitoring reveals that at least 29 other fire incidents 

occurred in Tanintharyi during 2022. As previous reporting indicates, civilian homes are 

overwhelmingly impacted during these events. Homes were destroyed during at least three 

separate fire incidents in the first three months of 2022, 20 incidents in April, May, June and 

July, two incidents in September and October, and four incidents in November. 

According to Dawei Watch, approximately 48, 7, and 14 houses were destroyed by the fire in 

To, Tan Shin, and Thin Gan Taw villages respectively in the last week of December. Through 

an in-depth investigation, Myanmar Witness has confirmed that at least 47 houses were 

damaged or destroyed by the fires.  

https://www.myanmarwitness.org/reports/security-forces-and-individuals-in-civilian-clothes-beat-protestors
https://www.myanmarwitness.org/reports/fire-as-a-weapon-in-sagaing
https://www.myanmarwitness.org/reports/burmese/killing-spree
https://youtu.be/Ifoonwcf8IU?t=95
https://youtu.be/Ifoonwcf8IU?t=95
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Methodology 

Myanmar Witness follows a methodology of digital preservation and rigorous, replicable 

analysis. Digital evidence is collected and archived in a secure database and preserved with 

hashing to confirm the authenticity and prevent tampering. 

 

Geolocation is conducted using a varied array of open-source online tools such as Google 

Earth to match satellite imagery with visual features identified in the footage or images. 

Geolocations are crosschecked and peer-reviewed before they are credited as verified. 

Chronolocation is typically conducted by analysing user-generated content (UGC) timestamps 

to determine hard end limits for the possible time frame. This is followed with contextual and 

visual analysis, for example comparing visible aspects against known indicators such as 

weather events, shadows or other phenomena which may be indicative of the time in which a 

piece of UGC was captured. Shadow angle is determined after geolocation and its orientation 

is used to determine the position of the sun, and thus, time. Chronolocation is included as 

specifically as possible without incorrectly attributing time in order to account for limitations 

with some of these methods. 

If dealing with unverified information, such as witness testimony or outside reporting, Myanmar 

Witness has made it known that these inclusions are claims and have not been independently 

verified by Myanmar Witness. Following stringent ethical standards, Myanmar Witness has 

obscured identifying information about individuals involved, censored private information and 

images where appropriate, removed links to private individual accounts and archived said 

information securely. Where appropriate, Myanmar Witness has also blurred or excluded 

graphic imagery. 

Limitations 

The information obtained by Myanmar Witness comes from an area of ongoing conflict so it is 

assumed that there is a selection bias, due to factors including fear of repercussions for 

uploading, unavailability of information from official sources and availability, or lack thereof, 

the internet - which has also restricted the amount of media available to be verified by 
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Myanmar Witness. Myanmar Witness strives to eliminate as much of this bias as possible by 

using both focussed and broad search terms in multiple languages across open sources as 

well as identifying media from multiple sources, such as pro and anti-regime news and social 

media. 
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Fires in Tanintharyi township during 2022 

 

Figure 1: (Top) Myanmar Witness collected cases of fires in Tanintharyi region in 2022. (Bottom) Map showing 

the confirmed number of houses damaged by fires in Palaw township. 
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Timeline of Fires in 2022 

 

 

Figure 2: Timeline of fires in Tanintharyi region 

in 2022 as documented by Myanmar Witness. 

Tsp - township. Colour Code: Red - Fire cases 

with confirmed location and date. Orange - Fire 

cases with confirmed location. Yellow - Fire 

cases with confirmed date. Black - Unconfirmed 

fire cases. 
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Burnt homes in Palaw Township 

Verifying the fires using geolocation 

Myanmar Witness identified 46 houses in To village, and one house in Tan Shin village, that 

were damaged or destroyed by the fires.  

 

Drone footage captured the period when To village was engulfed in flames and smoke 

(Figure 3, top). Myanmar Witness fellows were able to geolocate the footage to the village 

using satellite imagery (figure 3, bottom).  

 

During this analysis, Myanmar Witness scrutinised satellite imagery of the area over time. 

The house circled in white (figure 3) was not built in November 2021 (as it was not visible in 

the imagery from that period). This new house, along with the house circled in orange, which 

were both used during the geolocation, were completely destroyed by the fire.  
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Figure 3: (Top) The smoke from To village can be seen in the drone footage. (Bottom) Satellite image showing 

the location where the smoke can be seen in To village [12.866234, 98.660912]. 

https://www.facebook.com/photo?fbid=190849820269758&set=pcb.190850150269725https://www.facebook.com/photo?fbid=190849820269758&set=pcb.190850150269725
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Myanmar Witness was also able to verify the extent of the damage on the ground using a 

video recording taken by two men driving a motorcycle through the destroyed village (source 

redacted due to privacy concerns). The footage was compared with satellite images to identify 

which houses were destroyed (figure 4). The route taken by the video recorders is shown with 

the red line, with the starting point of the video on the far right. The houses shown in yellow 

were damaged or destroyed by the fire, and Myanmar Witness was able to identify 40 

damaged or destroyed houses. It is possible that more houses were destroyed, however these 

were not captured by the video footage. 

Between November 2021 (when the latest imagery of To village on Google Earth was taken) 

and December 2022, new houses had been constructed in the village. For example, this 

investigation revealed two destroyed homes which were not visible in earlier satellite imagery. 

The location of these two houses is outlined in orange (figure 4). Additionally, figures 5 and 6 

show the geolocations of five damaged houses to To village. 

 
Figure 4: Geolocation of fire-damaged houses in To village according to the video footage [12.866163, 

98.66078]. Each yellow pin represents a damaged house. The red line is the path taken by the video recorders. 

The orange frame shows the location of two houses that were seen damaged in the video but were not present in 

the satellite image (source redacted due to privacy concerns). 
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Figure 5: Geolocation of damaged houses in To village [12.867374, 98.661256] (Source: Burma Human Rights 

Network). 

https://www.facebook.com/BHRNUK/posts/pfbid02JGsm6bpt1rqHDWgLVJozD4jCSFV1pX5GJHAVVBnUUqyB7LLJmqAb2iewrJqXfaYal
https://www.facebook.com/BHRNUK/posts/pfbid02JGsm6bpt1rqHDWgLVJozD4jCSFV1pX5GJHAVVBnUUqyB7LLJmqAb2iewrJqXfaYal
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Figure 6: Geolocation of damaged houses in To village [12.865856, 98.660519] (Source - The Tanintharyi 

Times). 

By comparing the drone footage and the satellite imagery, Myanmar Witness was able to 

confirm that the fires also occurred in Tan Sin, and Thin Gan Taw villages on the same day 

as smoke can be seen in the background of the footage (figure 7). 

 

https://www.facebook.com/photo?fbid=218515030566254&set=pcb.218515510566206
https://www.facebook.com/photo?fbid=218515030566254&set=pcb.218515510566206
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Figure 7: To [12.866258, 98.661175], Tan Shin [12.872581, 98.667883] and Thin Gan Taw [12.877884, 

98.671793] villages can be seen in a photo (top) and a satellite image (bottom) (Source redacted due to privacy 

concerns). 

Other images were also identified showing fire damage to homes in the area which the 

Myanmar Witness fellows were able to geolocate, strengthened the confirmation of the fire in 

Tan Shin village (figure 8). 
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Figure 8: (Top) A view house destroyed by fire taken from a road in Tan Shin village (source: The Tanintharyi 

Times) and (bottom) the satellite view of the house [12.866234, 98.660912]. 

https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=218516823899408&set=pcb.218515510566206
https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=218516823899408&set=pcb.218515510566206
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Additional drone footage released by the same source allowed the verification of the fire in Thin 

Gan Taw village (figure 9). 

 
Figure 9: (Left) Fire in Thin Gan Taw village (Source redacted due to privacy concerns) and (right) the satellite 

view of the location [12.877862, 98.671740]. 

Chronolocation 

Dawei Watch reported that the fires occurred in To, Tan Shin, and Thin Gan Taw villages on 30 

December 2022. NASA's Fire Information for Resource Management System (FIRMS) shows high 

temperature areas in To village on that day, corroborating that a fire had occurred on this day 

(figure 10). 

 

https://www.facebook.com/DaweiWatch/posts/pfbid02GDXSE2D3DEHUH8FwKfQpdZtWgrxsYpAwdWsp5V3odpVgRmRdndmGEbU9yaNyq3xdl
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Figure 10: (top) NASA's FIRMS image captured on 30 Dec 2022 shows high temperatures in To village and 

(bottom) the location of To village as shown by google maps [12.866391, 98.660766]. 

Sentinel Hub’s imagery provides additional evidence of the fire in To village. The smoke 

plumes from To village are clearly visible in the image captured on December 30 (figure 11). 

 
Figure 11: The smoke plume is seen in a satellite image of To village captured by Sentinel Hub on December 30 

[12.8658541, 98.660532]. 

The fires in Tan Shin village and Thin Gan Taw village were not registered by FIRMS or visible 

in Sentinel Hub satellite imagery; however, footages confirm that fires occurred in those two 

villages at the same time as the fire in To village (figure 12) (source redacted due to privacy 

concerns). 

https://apps.sentinel-hub.com/eo-browser/?zoom=16&lat=12.86677&lng=98.66135&themeId=WILDFIRES-NORMAL-MODE&visualizationUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fservices.sentinel-hub.com%2Fogc%2Fwms%2Faae18701-6b25-4001-8b2a-b98a1b3806c1&datasetId=S2L2A&fromTime=2022-12-30T00%3A00%3A00.000Z&toTime=2022-12-30T23%3A59%3A59.999Z&layerId=WILDFIRES-PIERRE-MARKUSE&demSource3D=%22MAPZEN%22
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Figure 12: Simultaneous fires in To village [12.866258, 98.661175], Tan Shi village [12.872581, 98.667883], and 

Thin Gan Taw village [12.877884, 98.671793] (Source redacted due to privacy concerns). 

Perpetrators 

Myanmar Witness has previously and extensively reported on the use of fire by the military 

against villages with known anti-State Administration Council (SAC) links. In this case, when 

the drone captured footage of the three villages engulfed in smoke, a military convoy (outlined 

by the red box in figure 13) was visible near to the fires.  

Myanmar Witness can confirm that the vehicles in the convoy are commonly used by the 

Myanmar military and has identified this type of vehicles within other military activity (figure 

14). For example, the three vehicles shown in red in figure 14, left, are the same as those 

shown in figure 14, top right. The seven vehicles shown in white in figure 14, left, are identical 

to those seen in figure 14, bottom right. 

Although there is no footage showing military personnel setting the fires alight, Myanmar 

Witness concluded that the presence of Myanmar military convoy in the vicinity of the fires 

increases the likelihood that they were the perpetrators.  

https://www.myanmarwitness.org/reports
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Figure 13: Convoy spotted at the time of the fire [12.868800, 98.662349]. See Figure 2 for the detailed 

geolocation. 
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Figure 14: Comparing the vehicles in the nearby convoy at the time of the fire. (Left) Comparison of the nearby 

convoy at the time of the fire (enlarged picture, source redacted for privacy concerns) with the (top right) type-1 

vehicle and (bottom right) vehicle type-2, both used by the military. 

Conclusion 

In this investigation, the Myanmar Witness fellows investigated fires which led to the 

destruction of civilian homes in Palaw township, Tanintharyi region, on 30 December 2022. 

The location and time of the fires was verified using geolocation techniques (a location-based 

verification method) and chronolocation (a location-based time calculation method). 

According to reports, about 69 houses were burnt down. Myanmar Witness concluded that at 

least 47 houses were damaged or destroyed by the fires. Given the presence of a military 

convoy in the vicinity of the fires, Myanmar Witness deems that it was likely that the Myanmar 

military was responsible for the fires. This is in line with other documented military activity.   

https://www.facebook.com/theirrawaddyburmese/photos/pcb.4208388352538618/4208386642538789/
https://www.facebook.com/theirrawaddyburmese/photos/pcb.4208388352538618/4208386642538789/
https://apnews.com/article/aung-san-suu-kyi-yangon-myanmar-c5a3d4c8756236c50cefa9579ee164b3
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Abbreviation List  

Definition Abbreviation 

Fire Information for Resource Management 

System 

FIRMS 

User Generated Content UGC 

State Administration Council SAC 

 


